Havatech Departure Control System

Overview

Havatech DCS (Departure Control System) is a standalone passenger processing solution which allows airlines and ground handlers to perform check-in processes (e.g. collecting passenger’s information, seat allocation, generating boarding passes and baggage tags) at airports. Havatech cost-effective departure control system suits low-cost carriers, charter airlines and point-to-point operators perfectly as they can efficiently carry out relevant aircraft/passenger handling processes while reducing costs.

Airlines can use Havatech DCS to control and manage their flight schedule, fleets, weight allowance rules, staff priority, set TTY message destination and create reports.

Havatech DCS Check-in Modules

You will allow your passengers to check-in online on the web, select a seat, and print their boarding passes before the flight. You can determine directly when the online check-in will be open and when you want it to be closed. Havatech DCS also provides you with intuitive Mobile Check-in and Self Check-in Kiosks that can fully integrate with any common-used equipment.

Supervisor

Our Departure Control allows supervisors to manage flights accurately which includes changing flight status, getting reports about flights and agents. Supervisors can also do pre-flight operations such as seat plan alterations, seat blocking, waitlist passengers promotion, requesting PNL/ADL from reservation system, etc.
Features

- Lower total cost of ownership
- Complying with standard IATA messages such as API and APP
- Type-B messaging option in order to import PNL/ADL
- Connecting with most airlines’ core reservation system, e-ticketing database and baggage reconciliation system
- Improving staff efficiency by providing shorter training time, user-friendly interface and easy-to-use web-based DCS
- Fully support email and excel file transferring
- Featuring fully graphical check-in, boarding and load control modules
- Certified on most common use platforms (e.g. AIRINC vMUSE)
- Handling customs and immigration requirements
- PNR management and easy passenger look up
- Supporting all AEA and none-AEA printers
- SSR management
- Go show/No show processing
- Systematic reports on each flight and time periods
- Unlimited flight history
- Boarding manfully or using gate reader
- Handling excess baggage, weight limits, restriction and conditions